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Berlin and Budapest, July 24, 2019 

ScienceOpen and Akadémiai Kiadó are pleased to announce a partnership that 

integrates five new featured collections in the fields of psychology, life sciences and 

scientific methods into the ScienceOpen research discovery environment.  

With the largest portfolio of scientific, technical and medical journals in Hungary, 

Akadémiai Kiadó is one of the most significant scientific publishers of Central and 

Eastern Europe. AKJournals is Akadémiai Kiadó’s (AK) journal publishing branch. 

The diversity of these high-quality publications is reflected in the multidisciplinarity 

of the AK’s collections on ScienceOpen – featuring topics such as evolution, 

behavioral addiction, health, microbiology and education.  

ScienceOpen’s customized search engine increases the discoverability of these 

publications thanks to an interactive environment of dynamic sorting and filtering 

tools. Interactive features such as community curation, article reviews and 

recommendations create a forum for researcher engagement and scientific 

cooperation.  

Akadémiai Kiadó’s new collections on ScienceOpen are: 

1. ‘Methods by AKJournals’ – offers three journals Resolution and Discovery, 

Nanopages and Acta Chromatographica. 

 

2. ‘Psychology by AKJournals’ (upcoming) – featuring journals Evolution, 

Mind and Behaviour, Journal of Behavioral Addictions, Journal of 

Psychadelic Studies, Sleep Spindles & Cortical Up States, Journal of Adult 

Learning, Knowledge and Innovation and Educatio. 

 

3. ‘Life Sciences’ (upcoming) – featuring journals Developments in Health 

Sciences, Interventional Medicine & Applied Science and European Journal 

of Microbiology and Immunology. 

 

4. Publications from the ‘European Journal of Microbiology and 

Immunology’ (upcoming). 

 

5. Publications from the ‘Journal of Behavioral Addictions’ (upcoming). 
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Stephanie Dawson, CEO of ScienceOpen, says “We are very excited to work with the well-established 

publisher Akadémiai Kiadó to promote their open access journal content. They are experimenting 

with different options on ScienceOpen, from single journal promotion, to topically focused 

collections that encompass articles from related journals. We will be following the results closely and 

working with Akadémiai Kiadó to optimize their outreach efforts.” 

Balázs Réffy, Chief Executive Officer at Akadémiai Kiadó, comments: “At our publishing house, we are 

continuously looking for new ways to improve the reach and impact of the research we publish. We 

are sure this partnership will have a clear benefit for authors by increasing exposure of content and 

for readers by making it easier for them to find content relevant to their interests.” 

With over 56 million indexed article records, the discovery platform ScienceOpen contextualizes 

Akadémiai Kiadó’s publications in a broad research framework that facilitates the discoverability of 

this research for a greater scientific and social impact. 

 

Keywords: academic publishing, Akadémiai Kiadó, collections, psychology, life sciences, methods, 

microbiology, medicine, mind, evolution, immunology 

About ScienceOpen: From promotional collections to Open Access hosting and full publishing 

packages, ScienceOpen provides next-generation services to academic publishers embedded in an 

interactive discovery platform. ScienceOpen was founded in 2013 in Berlin and Boston by Alexander 

Grossmann and Tibor Tscheke to accelerate research communication. 

 

Contact:  

Stephanie Dawson, @Science_Open.  Email: Stephanie.Dawson@ScienceOpen.com 

 

About Akadémiai Kiadó: 

Akadémiai Kiadó was founded in 1828 and is Hungary’s oldest publisher. With its continuously 

expanding international and domestic scientific journal and book portfolio, international scientific 

conferences, and innovative online content delivery solutions (Szotar.net, MeRSZ.hu), Akadémiai 

Kiadó is the leading scientific publisher in the Central European region. The founder and minority 

owner of the publishing house is the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, and the majority is owned by 

Wolters Kluwer, a leading global information services company.   

Contact: 

Balázs Réffy, Email: balazs.reffy@akademiai.hu 
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